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Intraguild predation theory centres on two predictions: (i) for an omnivore
and an intermediate predator (IG-prey) to coexist on shared resources, the
IG-prey must be the superior resource competitor, and (ii) increasing resource
productivity causes the IG-prey’s equilibrium abundance to decline. I tested
these predictions with a series of species-rich food webs along New Zealand’s
rocky shores, focusing on two predatory whelks, Haustrum haustorium, a
trophic omnivore, and Haustrum scobina, the IG-prey. In contrast to theory,
the IG-prey’s abundance increased with productivity. Furthermore, feeding
rates and allometric considerations indicate a competitive advantage for the
omnivore when non-shared prey are considered, despite the IG-prey’s superiority for shared prey. Nevertheless, clear and regular cross-gradient changes
in network structure and interaction strengths were observed that challenge
the assumptions of current theory. These insights suggest that the consideration of consumer-dependent functional responses, non-equilibrium
dynamics, the dynamic nature of prey choice and non-trophic interactions
among basal prey will be fruitful avenues for theoretical development.

1. Introduction
Trophic omnivores—species that feed at multiple trophic levels—are central to
our understanding of food webs. Their ubiquity in food webs complicates the
predictive power of trophic cascades and undermines the utility of the trophic
level concept itself [1]. This is particularly true when omnivores engage in intraguild predation (IGP) by feeding on a second consumer with whom they share
prey [2].
IGP theory offers several predictions regarding the mechanisms governing
species coexistence and how community structure should change with enrichment [3,4]. Two predictions have been a focal point: (i) for three species—an
omnivore, an intermediate predator and a shared prey—to coexist at equilibrium, the intermediate predator (IG-prey) must be the superior competitor
for the shared prey, and (ii) that when all three species coexist, increasing productivity in the resource causes the IG-prey’s equilibrium abundance to decline.
Models that include refuges for the IG-prey using predation-free time periods,
prey vigilance or nonlinear functional responses, as well as models incorporating stage-structured life-history omnivory, or consumer-specific differences
in prey quality, diet requirements or mortality rates, may prevent the highproductivity extinction of IG-prey, but, by and large, do not alter the qualitative
predictions for how equilibrium species abundance should change with enrichment (for exceptions, see section Discussion and the review of models in the
electronic supplementary material, appendix S1).
Theory on IGP has far outpaced its empirical assessment. A meta-analysis of
manipulative experiments indicates that IG-prey typically are superior competitors, reducing the shared prey’s abundance to lower levels than the omnivore
[5]. However, the relevance of these transient time-scale experiments to models
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(a) Consumer diets
I determined each whelk’s diet by conducting systematic
searches of predefined areas at each site. Surveys were performed
seasonally during day- and night-time low tides between 2004
and 2007 (see electronic supplementary material, table S2.2). I
measured and carefully examined all individuals to determine
whether or not they were feeding and recorded the identity
and size of all prey items.

(b) Community structure
I estimated the density and biomass of whelks and their putative
prey using quadrat surveys repeated three times between 2005
and 2007 (see electronic supplementary material, table S2.3).
Mobile species were counted directly, whereas percentage-cover
estimates of sessile species were converted to densities using siteand species-specific cover–count relationships (see electronic
supplementary material, appendix S3). Densities were converted
to biomass estimates using concurrently performed size-frequency
surveys and allometric relationships between size and wet
weight (see electronic supplementary material, appendix S3).
Cross-gradient changes in abundance were assessed within the
five-species framework of IGP theory by assigning prey into
three groups—the core-shared prey, the omnivore’s alternative
prey and the IG-prey’s alternative prey—using their presence in
the two consumers’ diets at the high-productivity sites (see electronic supplementary material, appendix S2). The prey shared
at high productivity were a subset of those shared at other
productivity levels.

(c) Handling times

2. Methods
To document cross-productivity changes in community and food
web structure, and to assess the relative competitive superiority
of H. haustorium and H. scobina, I determined species abundances,
each whelk’s diet and the richness of their potential prey pool, as
well as their prey-specific handling times, per capita attack rates
and feeding rates (these being primary determinants of a species
pair’s trophic interaction strength [13,14]). I did this at six study
sites on New Zealand’s South Island around which Menge and colleagues have documented a strong gradient of effective basal
productivity as expressed in the growth and recruitments rates
of the primary prey shared between the two whelks: barnacles
and mussels (see [15,16] and electronic supplementary material,
appendix S2 for system details). Two sites were chosen within

To estimate the handling time of each feeding event observed in
the field, I measured the temperature-dependent time required
for a whelk of a given size to drill and ingest a prey item of a
given size in the laboratory. This was carried out by housing
whelks individually in aquaria, providing them focal prey, and
subsequently classifying them as either feeding or not feeding
on a near hourly basis or with video surveillance. Whelk and
prey size combinations were varied to maximize the range of
relative sizes. Temperatures varied between 10 and 188C.
Because monitoring was not continuous, exact handling times
were unknown. I therefore regressed feeding duration midpoints
on predator size, prey size and temperature using logtransformed data weighted by the inverse of the difference
between the minimum and maximum possible duration [17].
Laboratory-based regression coefficients were used to calculate
the expected handling time of feeding events observed in the
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each of three productivity levels: two low-productivity east coast
sites (PP, Paia Point and Rk, Rakautara), two mid-productivity
southwest coast sites (JH, Jackson Head and OP, Okahu Point)
and two high-productivity northwest coast sites (TH, Tauranga
Head and CF, Cape Foulwind).
Consistent with theoretical models of IGP, the framework I
assumed was that competitive superiority could be achieved by
several non-exclusive mechanisms: having sufficiently (i) shorter
handling times or (ii) higher per capita attack rates on shared
prey species, either of which could lead to higher feeding rates,
(iii) higher feeding rates on non-shared alternative prey, (iv) a
lower total rate of mortality or (v) a higher prey-to-predator conversion rate. The field and laboratory methods I used to estimate
these variables were as follows, with additional details provided
in [17] and the electronic supplementary material, appendix S2.
Lacking system-specific empirical estimates for the latter
two variables, I used analytical means to solve for possible
values that would confer the predicted overall advantage on the
IG-prey and thereby make coexistence theoretically feasible.
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of long-term conditions has been questioned [4,6]. A number
of studies testing equilibrium conditions have also shown
the IG-prey to depress the shared prey’s abundance more
so than the omnivore, and have observed a decline in the
IG-prey’s abundance with enrichment [7], but other such
studies have not [8,9].
A greater question is: whether models and experiments
of tightly coupled three-species IGP modules capture the complexities of natural, species-rich communities where omnivory
is more diffuse. Theory has begun to address this issue by
adding two alternative prey to the basic three-species IGP
module [10,11]. Alternative prey exclusive to the omnivore
strengthen the predictions of three-species models, requiring
a greater competitive advantage for the IG-prey and decreasing the productivity range over which coexistence is feasible.
Prey exclusive to the IG-prey, on the other hand, can make
unnecessary the IG-prey’s competitive superiority on the
shared prey and permit indefinite coexistence at high productivity. However, the IG-prey must still be the overall
superior competitor [11,12], and enrichment remains favourable to the omnivore such that the IG-prey’s equilibrium
abundance still declines [10].
Here, I assess the robustness of current IGP theory by testing
its two focal predictions with a series of food webs situated
along a strong gradient of productivity on New Zealand’s
rocky shores. I focused my study on two dominant predatory
whelks, Haustrum haustorium, the trophic omnivore, and
Haustrum scobina, the IG-prey, and collected data to document
the structure and strengths of their trophic interactions. In conjunction with allometric considerations of the two species’
mortality rates, my results offer little support for the predictive
power of current IGP theory in species-rich communities,
showing the abundance of the IG-prey to increase with enrichment and the omnivore to have the competitive advantage
when both shared and unshared prey are considered. Insights
afforded by the observational approach of the study offer
additional evidence countering the mechanisms of the few
models in which increases in the IG-prey’s abundance with
enrichment have been observed. Nevertheless, my data reveal
clear and remarkably regular cross-gradient changes in the
structure and strengths of trophic interactions which theory
has largely assumed are constant. These insights indicate that
the consideration of consumer-dependent functional responses,
non-equilibrium dynamics, optimal foraging decisions on
evolutionary scales and non-trophic interactions among basal
species may be important for furthering our understanding
of omnivorous food webs.

field using whelk and prey identity and sizes and the mean field
temperature observed during the month of a feeding survey.

cij ¼

Fij Axj
;
ðFxj  Axj Þhij Ni

ð2:1Þ

where Fij is the proportion of feeding predator j individuals
observed to be feeding on the focal prey i, Axj is the proportion
of all predator individuals (feeding and not feeding) observed
to be feeding on prey species x, hij is the mean estimated field
handling time of the focal predator – prey pair and Ni is the
focal prey’s mean density. I used the species observed most frequently in a predator’s diet at a site as prey x, although the choice
is arbitrary as long as the same species is used for all calculations
[17,19].
Feeding rates ( fij )—the grams of prey consumed per predator
per day—were calculated as
wij cij Ni
P
fij ¼
;
1 þ ckj hkj Nk

ð2:2Þ

where wij is the mean weight of the prey i individuals fed
on by predator j, estimated from observed prey sizes using
allometric relationships (see electronic supplementary material,
appendix S3). Equation (2.2) reflects the multispecies type II
functional response on which the derivation of equation (2.1) is
based [19].

Finally, to gain insights into the discrepancies I observed with
IGP theory’s predictions, I investigated cross-gradient changes
in food web structure and per capita attack rates. Theory has largely assumed these to be constant. I did this within the
framework of five-species IGP models by categorizing prey
into core-shared and alternative prey groups according to each
consumer’s high-productivity diet, as I had performed when
assessing community structure.

3. Results

(e) Competitive superiority
In most three-species models of IGP theory, the competitive
superiority of the IG-prey is conferred by a higher attack rate
or a shorter handling time on the shared prey, rather than by
differences in the two predator’s conversion or mortality rates.
I therefore contrasted my estimates of these variables between
the two whelks for the set of prey species on which they were
both observed feeding at all levels of productivity. Owing to
potential differences in prey size selectivity, I also compared
the two whelks by their feeding rates with these prey.
While a direct comparison of each consumer’s attack rates
and handling times on shared prey permits insights into the
mechanisms of their potential competitive superiority, this
assumes both that non-shared prey are unimportant and that
predator mortality and prey-to-predator conversion efficiencies
do not differ. Indeed, five-species models including alternative
prey demonstrate that the IG-prey need not be the superior
competitor for shared prey as long as the supplements it receives from its own alternative prey are sufficiently large [10 – 12].
Specifically, the IG-prey is the overall superior competitor
only when
fAP
fPO NO
mP
fAO fPO
mO


.
þ

;
fSP eP wPO NP fSP eP fSP
fSO
fSO eO fSO

(f ) Food web structure

ð2:3Þ

(see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S4) where
fij is predator j’s feeding rate summed across all species in prey
group i (P, IG-prey; O, omnivore; S, shared prey; A, alternative
prey; see electronic supplementary material, tables S3.1 and
S3.2), wij is the weight of prey i individuals eaten by predator j,
ej is the predator’s conversion rate (number of predators

(a) Consumer diets
Across all sites, an average of 9.3% of H. haustorium individuals
(0–41%, 2142 of 21 028 individuals) and 21.0% of H. scobina
individuals (0–49%, 3526 of 17 293) were observed in the act
of feeding (see electronic supplementary material, appendix
S3). Overall, H. scobina’s diet consisted of 19 species, whereas
H. haustorium’s diet consisted of 44 species, including H. scobina
at all sites and its own juveniles at the low-productivity sites.
Sampling effort was sufficient to characterize diet diversity
and to permit the accurate estimation of the attack rates [19]
(see electronic supplementary material, figure S2.2). Mussels
and barnacles comprised 28% of the feeding observations
made for H. haustorium and 89% of the observations made
for H. scobina (see electronic supplementary material, appendix
S3). However, diet richness varied markedly across sites, with
both whelks exhibiting maximum diet richness at low-productivity sites (see electronic supplementary material, figure
S2.2). Haustrum scobina’s diet richness decreased monotonically with productivity, consisting of half as many species at
high-productivity than at low-productivity.

(b) Community structure
The abundance of the omnivore (H. haustorium) did not
change directionally across the gradient, with site-to-site variation driven largely by differences in the number of juveniles
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Per capita attack rates (cij )—the number of prey eaten per predator
per prey per m2 per day—are an absolute measure of a predator’s
prey preferences [18] and are a primary determinant of trophic
interaction strengths, both in models and their empirical
measurement [13,14]. In this study, per capita attack rates were
estimated using the observational method of Novak & Wootton
[19], the efficacy of which has been substantiated by independent
manipulative experiments [17] and stable isotopes [20]. The
method estimates attack rates by
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(d) Interaction strengths

produced per gram of prey consumed), Nj is its density and mj
is its mortality rate that includes both intrinsic mortality and
that due to unconsidered top predators. That is, for the IG-prey
to have the overall competitive advantage, the difference
between its gains from feeding on alternative prey and its total
mortality losses must be greater than the difference between
the omnivore’s gains from feeding and its mortality losses,
relative to their respective gains from feeding on shared prey.
Having obtained site-specific estimates for all but the conversion and mortality rates, I estimated the omnivore’s mortality
rates using an allometric relationship that is general to invertebrates [21], solved for its conversion rate assuming steady-state
conditions, and determined how much smaller the mortality rate
or larger the conversion rate of the IG-prey would have to be for
the IG-prey to achieve overall competitive superiority at each site
(see electronic supplementary material, appendix S4). This allowed
me to evaluate the biological likelihood that the IG-prey’s superiority (equation (2.3)) could be achieved. For example, given
physiological constraints and the congeneric status of the two
whelks, it is unlikely that their conversion rates differ greatly
[22]. Similarly, given the much larger size of H. haustorium (see
electronic supplementary material, appendix S1) and the negative
relationship between body size and mortality rates [21], it is
unlikely that the omnivore’s mortality rate would exceed that of
the IG-prey.
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Figure 1. Cross-gradient changes in the mean density (m22) and biomass (g m22) of (a,b) the omnivore, Haustrum haustorium; (c,d) the IG-prey, Haustrum
scobina; (e,f ) their core-shared prey; (g,h) the omnivore’s alternative prey and (i,j ) the IG-prey’s alternative prey. Omnivore densities are split into adults and
juveniles (less than or equal to 25 mm shell length, see electronic supplementary material, appendix S2). Error bars indicate+1 s.e.
(figure 1). By contrast, the abundance of the IG-prey
(H. scobina) changed dramatically, with densities being up
to 110 times higher at high- than at low-productivity sites.
The abundance of core-shared prey also increased with
productivity, particularly in the density and biomass of barnacles and mussels. The abundance of the omnivore’s
alternative prey was similar at low- and mid-productivity
sites but decreased markedly at high-productivity, whereas
the abundance of the IG-prey’s alternative prey increased
from low- to mid-productivity and was similar at mid- and
high-productivity sites. Despite these cross-gradient changes
in species abundances, the estimated richness of the potential
prey pool remained constant (see electronic supplementary
material, figure S2.4), with only eight of 46 species not
being observed at all sites.

(c) Competitive superiority
The IG-prey’s cumulative feedings rates on core-shared prey
exceeded those of the omnivore (see electronic supplementary
material, figure S2.6), thereby conferring it a competitive
advantage for these prey. It achieved this advantage largely
by exhibiting significantly higher per capita attack rates and,
to a lesser extent, shorter handling times on barnacles

and mussels, particularly the two most abundant species
(Chamaesipho columna and Xenostrobus pulex; electronic
supplementary material, figure S2.6).
By contrast, consideration of the gains from alternative
prey and total mortality losses indicates that the IG-prey was
not the overall superior competitor at any site (figure 2).
In fact, in order to achieve competitive superiority—such that
the difference between the IG-prey’s feeding gains and mortality losses exceeded that of the omnivore’s, relative to their
respective gains from shared prey—would require the IGprey to exhibit a combination of significantly lower mortality
(mP , mO) and higher conversion rates (eP . eO). The inferred minimum magnitude of these required mortality and
conversion rate advantages for the IG-prey increased with
enrichment. Thus, for example, theory would predict a feasible
coexistence given equal mortality rates, only if the IG-prey’s
conversion rate were at least six times greater than the
omnivore’s at mid- and high-productivity sites. Similarly,
coexistence would be predicted given equal conversion rates,
only if the omnivore’s mortality rate were at least an orderof-magnitude greater than the IG-prey’s at these sites. By
contrast, allometric expectations [21], based on their respective
site-specific mean body sizes, are for the IG-prey’s mortality
rate to be 1.36–1.58 times higher than the omnivore’s.
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Figure 2. IGP theory predicts that coexistence is feasible when the IG-prey is
the overall superior competitor; the difference between its feeding gains and
mortality losses exceeding that of the omnivore’s, relative to their respective
gains from shared prey (equation (2.3)). Because Haustrum haustorium and
Haustrum scobina’s conversion and mortality rates are unknown, each
curve reflects the values of their relative conversion and mortality rates
required for neither predator to have the competitive advantage given
their estimated feeding rates; regions above each curve indicate the IGprey’s overall superiority, whereas regions below each curve indicate the
omnivore’s overall superiority. The most likely true range of mortality rate
ratios given allometric expectations [21] is also indicated.

(d) Food web structure and interaction strengths
Food web structure changed in a directional manner across
the productivity gradient (figure 3). Within the five-species
framework of IGP theory, the simplest structure was
observed at two high- and one mid-productivity site. At
these sites, the omnivore fed on the IG-prey, both fed on
shared prey, and each fed on its own alternative prey. Food
web complexity then increased as productivity decreased,
with the IG-prey first adding prey previously exclusive to
the omnivore at mid-productivity, and the omnivore consuming prey previously exclusive to the IG-prey and engaging in
cannibalism at low productivity.
Similarly, although variation in group-summed per capita
attack rates spanned over four orders-of-magnitude, the attack
rates of all but one set of interactions were either constant or
changed in a directional manner across the gradient (figure 4).
The IG-prey’s attack rates on its alternative prey showed the largest change, decreasing by nearly three orders-of-magnitude
from low- to high-productivity (figure 4h). Its attack rates on
core-shared prey declined 20-fold from mid- to highproductivity (figure 4f). Conversely, the omnivore’s attack
rates on alternative prey increased 20-fold between low- and
high-productivity (figure 4c), whereas its attack rate on the IGprey remained constant (figure 4e). Only the omnivore’s attack
rates on core-shared prey exhibited a non-directional change
across the gradient, being two orders of magnitude higher at
one mid-productivity site than at the other sites (figure 4b).

4. Discussion
IGP theory predicts that the IG-prey must be a superior
competitor to the omnivore for coexistence to be feasible. The

IG-prey’s competitive superiority is necessary to compensate
for the additional predation pressure it incurs from the omnivore. With few exceptions, IGP models also predict that the
IG-prey’s equilibrium abundance will decline as the productivity
of the shared prey increases. This occurs through a shift in the
balance of stronger competitive effects at low productivity to
stronger top-down effects of predation at high productivity.
In this study, the IG-prey, H. scobina, demonstrated a competitive advantage over the omnivore, H. haustorium, for the
core prey species they shared. It exhibited this advantage
by having generally higher attack rates, lower handling
times and, as a result, higher feeding rates on these prey
species. However, given estimated feeding rates when both
shared and non-shared prey are considered would require
the IG-prey to exhibit a combination of significantly higher
conversion rates and lower mortality rates than the omnivore
in order for it to achieve its predicted overall competitive
superiority. Because the two whelk’s physiologically governed conversion rates are unlikely to differ significantly
given their congeneric relationship and the similarity of
their life histories and ecologies, and because allometric
expectations are for the omnivore’s mortality rates to be
lower than that of the IG-prey’s, the predicted overall superiority of the IG-prey seems improbable. In further contrast to
IGP theory’s predictions, the IG-prey’s abundance increased,
rather than decreased, across the gradient of increasing
productivity in the prey species the two predators share.
Only a few published models produce predictions consistent
with these observations of the New Zealand system (see
electronic supplementary material, appendix S1). The mechanisms these models incorporate limit the omnivore’s top-down
control of the IG-prey by having the omnivore exhibit either
movement between spatially heterogeneous productivity
levels, cannibalism, adaptive foraging, a consumer-dependent
functional response or by non-equilibrium population
dynamics. As described below, these mechanisms fail to explain
H. haustorium’s apparent competitive advantage or are largely
inconsistent with the biology of the study system. Moreover,
each of these models is inconsistent with the cross-gradient
changes in food web structure and per capita attack rates I
observed. These empirical patterns, however, do offer direction
for further theoretical development.

(a) Equilibrium conditions
First, Amarasekare [23,24] has shown that the IG-prey’s
abundance may increase with enrichment in three-species
metacommunity patch dynamic models. This occurs when
the omnivore emigrates from high-productivity patches at
high enough rates to preclude it from controlling the more
slowly dispersing IG-prey. The IG-prey must still be the
superior within-patch competitor. The crawl-away larval
life history of the two Haustrum species, the large distances
between New Zealand’s productivity regimes and the observation that populations of similar, Northern Hemisphere
whelks show low levels of gene flow [25], indicate that this
hypothesis is unfitting to the New Zealand system.
Second, Rudolf [26] has shown the IG-prey’s equilibrium
abundance to increase with enrichment when the omnivore
engages in size-structured cannibalism. This mechanism also
permits the omnivore to be the superior competitor. However,
in order to limit its top-down effect at high productivity, the
omnivore must exhibit higher cannibalistic attack rates than
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Figure 3. Cross-gradient changes in species-specific and IGP-aggregated food web structure, densities and feeding rates (grams of prey per predator per day) across
sites of high (a, TH; b, CF), mid (c, OP; d, JH) and low (e, PP; f, Rk) shared-prey productivity. Grey-filled circles indicate species present at a site but not observed
during systematic abundance surveys. Species identification codes: 1, omnivore; 2, IG-prey. See electronic supplementary material, table S2.5 for additional
identification codes and IGP-aggregation assignments.
on the IG-prey. While H. haustorium did exhibit cannibalisms,
cannibalistic attack rates were higher than attack rates on
H. scobina at only one low-productivity site (cf. figure 4a,e) and
did not occur at the mid- and high-productivity sites where
this mechanism would need to be strongest to explain the
patterns observed in New Zealand. Age-structured models
lacking cannibalism do not show increases in the IG-prey’s
equilibrium abundance (see electronic supplementary material,
appendix S1).

Third, Křivan and co-workers [27–29] have shown the
equilibrium abundance of the IG-prey to increase with enrichment when the omnivore forages adaptively, shifting its
feeding from the IG-prey to the shared prey as the latter
becomes the more profitable prey to consume. The mechanism
for this shift is a trade-off between feeding on the two species
and predicts that the omnivore’s attack rate on the IG-prey
will decline with enrichment [27]. Such a decline was not
observed in the New Zealand system (figure 4e). Furthermore,
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the variable scales on the y-axes. Prey species not observed in systematic abundance surveys excluded (see electronic supplementary material, appendix S2).
such a trade-off is unlikely to occur in New Zealand where prey
species are encountered within the same fine-grained environment [29,30]. Adaptive foraging does not affect the IG-prey’s
equilibrium coexistence window in models where coursegrained trade-offs are not incorporated and, furthermore,
does not remove the need for the IG-prey’s competitive superiority [28]. Current models of adaptive foraging assessing
equilibrium conditions on ecological time scales thus also fail
to explain the patterns observed in New Zealand.
Finally, Hart [31] has shown the IG-prey’s equilibrium
abundance to increase with enrichment when the omnivore
exhibits a ratio-dependent functional response. Hart’s [31]
study is noteworthy for being the only study to consider
such consumer-dependence (see electronic supplementary
material, table S1.1) which makes the omnivore’s feeding rate
a saturating function of both its prey’s and its own abundances.
The negative density-dependence introduced by the conspecific interference entailed therein prevents the omnivore from
controlling the IG-prey at high productivity, consistent with
H. scobina’s cross-gradient increase in abundance. However,
the IG-prey must still be the superior competitor [31], a prediction that is inconsistent with H. haustorium’s apparent
competitive advantage. How likely this mechanism is to
occur among New Zealand’s whelks is thus unclear. Further,
although such consumer-dependent functional responses
may arise by a variety of mechanisms [31,32], they have been
difficult to assess empirically [33]. Even for tightly coupled
specialist predator–prey interactions, their prevalence remains
debated [34,35]. The few studies that have examined consumerdependence in intertidal whelks have also seen mixed
interpretation [36–39]. Relative to these other whelk species,
H. haustorium’s densities are low and dispersed (figure 1).
Thus, although consumer-dependence should have little
effect on H. haustorium’s feeding rates within the range of predator and prey abundances observed in the field [17,32,40],
further work on the strength of consumer-dependence in
generalist predators is required to assess its importance.

sampled long or frequently enough to document temporal fluctuations (see the electronic supplementary material, figure
S2.7). However, evidence does suggest that non-equilibrium
whelk–prey dynamics are possible: whelks are able to regulate
prey populations [17] and are known to affect prey declines following episodic prey recruitment events [37,41,42]. Recent
theory indicates that non-equilibrium dynamics such as limit
cycles and chaos can affect predictions that counter those of
equilibrium models [43,44].
To date, three processes have been shown to promote
non-equilibrium coexistence and permit the IG-prey’s timeaveraged abundance to increase with enrichment [43,44]. The
underlying mechanism is for fluctuations in the prey abundances to decrease the omnivore’s average growth rate more
so than the IG-prey’s. This reduces and may even remove
the IG-prey’s need for a competitive advantage in a manner
analogous to the well-known Armstrong–McGehee [45] mechanism of competitive coexistence. The first two processes
require the IG-prey to be important for the omnivore’s own
persistence, either by the omnivore having nutritional requirements satisfied only by the IG-prey [43] or because the
omnivore exhibits a life-history diet switch by having adults
that consume the IG-prey exclusively [44]. Neither scenario
applies to New Zealand’s whelks where the IG-prey and
many shared prey are consumed by and are nutritionally substitutable for adult H. haustorium. The third is for the omnivore
to exhibit an imperfectly adaptive functional response that is
more saturated (less linear) than the IG-prey’s [43]. Consistent
with this third mechanism, H. scobina did exhibit shorter handling times than H. haustorium for most shared prey species
(see electronic supplementary material, figure S2.6). Nonetheless, attack rates and handling times taken together
indicate greater saturation in H. scobina’s feeding rates than
in H. haustorium’s [40]. These, furthermore, are not high
enough to affect saturation-driven limit cycles in an empirically parametrized model of New Zealand’s whelk–prey
interactions [40].

(b) Non-equilibrium conditions

(c) Future directions for intraguild predation theory

IGP theory has overwhelmingly dealt with models of
equilibrium conditions which, as such, were the primary
consideration of this study; species abundances were not

In summary, there is little support for the mechanisms of current IGP theory in explaining the patterns observed in the food
webs of New Zealand’s intertidal. Although this study made
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5. Conclusions
The reticulate nature of food webs requires us to better understand the role that trophic omnivores play in their
communities. No longer in its infancy, IGP theory has contributed much to our understanding of food webs by
integrating our knowledge of how the direct and indirect
effects of predation and competition can affect a community’s
structure and dynamics. While the two key predictions of
current theory for three- to five-species IGP systems were
not supported by this study of more species-rich IGP food
webs, the consistent and unidirectional nature of the crossproductivity changes observed in New Zealand indicate
that hope is nonetheless warranted for these discrepancies
to be explained.
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